
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Gain basic familiarity with the most popular social 

media platforms 

Grasp the exploding two-way communication 
potential of social media, including mobile use 

Cite the demographics of common social media 
platforms 

Discuss what constitutes social media conversations 

 Explore social media policies and their importance 

Cite examples of social media usage 

 

Goals for today’s session 



 



 

APA’s Definition of Planning 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In other words, how can enhanced communication with 
the people you serve help your organization? 



 

Social Media Buzz Words 

 Value 

 Content, content, content 

 Urgency 

 Personal touch 

 Proactive 

 “How can I help you?” 

  Words that bring genuine SMILES 

  Constant contact 

  Current, personal, value-driven & proactive 

  Consistent connection with integrity 

 



 

WIIFM 



 
 Who is using Facebook currently? 

 Who is currently using Twitter? 

 Anyone on Pinterest? 

 How about LinkedIn? 

 Perhaps Instagram?  Flickr? 

 Or Foursquare? 

 Do you use a smartphone? 

 Any proud tablet users? 

 Any bloggers? 

 Blog readers? 

 

 

Are you currently part of the 
Social Media revolution? 



 
 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXD-Uqx6_Wk 

 

How big is the revolution? 
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Are these your demographics? 



 



 



 

US Social Media Statistics 

Information based on THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA USERS, Maeve Duggan & Joanna 
Brenner, Pew Internet and American Life Project, February 14, 2013; this report may be viewed at 

http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Social-media-users.aspx 
 
 

67% of the total US population uses social media. 
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90% -  9% - 1% 

Don’t be a lurker! 



 

Basics for Digital 
Media/Communications Policies 

→ Who is going to post?  Digital Director?  
→ Who is going to monitor the internet for mentions about 
 subjects/mentions about which we’re interested?  (Set up 
Google  alerts.) 
→ Decide on engagement parameters 
→ What is public – and what is private? 
→ Define your organization’s online persona. 
→ Within what time frame will someone respond? 
→ What’s your content?  Message, message, message 
→ Know the “rules” for each platform. 
→ Work with social media experienced legal counsel to craft a 
 policy. 
→ Come up with a plan for how you’ll use social media, which tools 
 you’ll use, what you’ll say…. 
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  What are your goals? 

  Who is your audience? 

  What kind of information do you want to share? 

  What kind of conversations do you want to have? 

  What kind of time and resources do you have to     
allocate to it?  Unlike what you’ve probably heard, 
social media is not FREE…. 

  How do you find folks in your audience already on 
social media? 

Your Social Media Plan 



 

SM Policy/Guideline Links 

 http://ericschwartzman.com/pr/schwartzman/social-
media-policy-template.aspx 

 

 http://www.jeremyfloyd.com/2013/04/social-media-
and-the-law-2013-from-actions-to-social-media-policy/ 

 

 http://idealware.org/sites/idealware.org/files/sm_polic
y_full_web_version.pdf 

 

Zappos’ Social Media Policy: Be real and use your best judgment. 
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Tell your own story 

 

 

 

 

The Story of Golden Locks 

by 

Seymour Joseph Guy 

1870 
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How do we engage? 

 
Mark W. Schaefer’s Six Layers of Customer Engagement 

(@markwschaefer; author: The Tao of Twitter, Return on Influence, Born to Blog) 

 
1. Your Website 
2. Digital Web/Social Media 
3. Facebook 
4. Mobile/Smartphones 
5. Augmented Reality (VZ Navigator, Google Glass, GPS data) 
6. Gaming (Foursquare, earning badges, rewards, etc.) 
 
http://www.businessesgrow.com/2013/04/14/the-future-of-business-six-

layers-of-customer-engagement/ 
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The Six Layers of Social Media 
Engagement 



 

10 Maxims of Successful 
Blogging – Mark W. Schaefer 

 

1. We live in an 
increasingly information-
dense world. The only way 
to stand out is to dig down 
deep and bring your own 
story to the world. Your 
point of differentiation is 
you. You have no 
competitors.  Write a blog 
post that only you could 
write. 

 

 



 

#2 

2. The biggest challenge to 
blogging isn’t having the 
time, the ideas, or 
the resources to do it. It’s 
having the courage to do 
it. It takes guts to put 
yourself out there in front 
of the world. You can’t 
learn that. You just have 
to do it. 

 



 

#3 

 

3. Stick to a theme. You 
don’t want to confuse 
your readers. It’s possible 
to use your other interests 
to tell your story but pick 
to a theme and build an 
audience around it. 

 



 

#4 

 

4. There is no greater gift 
than when somebody 
takes their precious time 
to leave a comment on 
your blog. Never take that 
for granted. Love on your 
readers. 

 



 

#5 

 

5. Be positive.  Lift people 
up. Negative blog posts 
are like seeing a car wreck. 
You might peek out of 
curiosity once in awhile 
but you certainly don’t 
want to see that every 
day. 

 



 

#6 

6. Even the most talented 
and popular people in the 
world get criticized. If you 
attract criticism, you’re 
provoking thought … you’re 
doing your job. Stay 
centered. Overall, the people 
in the blogosphere are very 
kind and supportive.  If you 
do good work, you will be 
rewarded. 

 

 



 

#7 

7. If you consistently 
create content that is RITE 
— Relevant, Interesting, 
Timely and Entertaining 
— you will be creating 
shareable, conversational 
blog posts. Of these, I 
believe the most 
important over time is 
“interesting.”  Boring is 
death to a blog. 

 

 



 

#8 

8. The most important part 
of the blog post is the 
headline. As people scan 
headlines, it better be a great 
one that gets attention or 
nobody will even make it to 
your first sentence. The 
second most important part 
is the first sentence. Don’t 
waste people’s time. Tell 
them why they are there 
with you today. 

 



 

#9 

9. The most effective way to 
build community is to 
become part of other 
communities. You have to 
give to get. Find a few other 
like-minded bloggers who 
are just starting out and 
support each other through 
sharing and comments. You 
have to actively work to 
build community, just as you 
work actively to build 
content. Spend some time 
building your network. 
 



 

#10 

10. The hardest part of 
blogging is beginning. Think 
about any difficult work task 
you have faced. It may have 
seemed daunting at first but 
over time you built a 
competency and it becomes 
easier. Blogging is no 
different. You just have to 
start and commit to it and it 
will become easier (and 
more fun) over time! 

 



 

Tips 

 Focus on quality, not just quantity; update with relevant, 
important information because “content is king!” 

 Use as part of an integrated communications plan 
 There’s a ROI for all budgets 
 Update your own profile 
 Utilize multiple platforms 
 Engage, engage, engage – don’t SPEW!  Encourage 

conversation. 
 Carefully monitor your social media/impact.  Set up 

Google alerts. 
 Pictures, pictures, pictures….Flickr, Pinterest, Facebook, 

Vimeo 
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Use photographs 

or memes  

What in the world do I say? 



 

Say: Finish the sentence 
or fill in the blank 



 

Say: post a photo 
and ask for captions 



 



 



 



 

Say: Ask questions 



 

Say: Post Tips 



 

Say: Post quotes 



 

Trolls and Flamers 



 

Dealing with Negative Comments 

1. Ignore 

2. Delete 

3. Respond in kind 

4. Placate/Patronize 

5. Sincere apology 

 



 

 
From The Non-Profit Social Media Policy Workbook, April 2012 

download at http://idealware.org/sites/idealware.org/files/sm_policy_full_web_version.pdf 
 

http://idealware.org/sites/idealware.org/files/sm_policy_full_web_version.pdf
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               Gini Dietrich’s Advice 
  (Her Firm: Arment Dietrich - Her Blog: Spin Sucks) 

 Be transparent. 

 Don’t lie. (Don’t misrepresent the campaign, your constituents, or your competitors.) 

 Be meaningful and respectful. Don’t spam or argue. 

 Use common sense and common courtesy. If in doubt, don’t post. 

 Stick to areas of expertise. 

 Do offer insight and wisdom, but don’t provide any confidential information. 

 Don’t swear. 

 Be polite. Don’t be antagonistic. 

 Do not comment on any legal matters or litigation. 

 If the topic is one of crisis, do not comment. 

 Google has a long memory. Be smart about what you post. 

 Don’t post about your competition unless you have written consent from them to do 
so. 

 If you use social media for more than yourself, please double check you’re updating 
from the correct account. 

 Don’t be stupid. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mobile Media 

 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRiwUCXPo8U&feature=c4-
overview&list=UULC9cX5GntaQmTSF6hTqrzA 
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Thank you! 

Kathy Snavely, M.Ed. 

Lightkeeper Consulting 

 

@ProfS on Twitter 

Kathy Keaney Snavely on Facebook 

Kathy Snavely on Pinterest 

Blogging at http://lightkeeper.net/wp* 

info@lightkeeper.net 

 
*disclaimer 

 

Questions? 

mailto:info@lightkeeper.net

